E-IRB Update

In anticipation of the New Federal IRB Regulations, an update to E-IRB will be put into production effective December 15, 2017. In this update, E-IRB will collect additional information in the Exempt IRB Application to accommodate the proposed Exempt Categories.

E-IRB applications submitted to ORI/IRB before December 15th will not contain the updates.

E-IRB applications in development but not submitted to ORI/IRB by December 15th will automatically be transferred to the updated E-IRB. No previously saved data will be lost; however, the research investigator will need to verify the information in the draft application, and if applicable, provide supplemental information before submission.

We appreciate your patience during this time and as always ORI is available to answer any questions.

To learn how to navigate in the new system prior to institution-wide implementation, review the various E-IRB Video Tutorials and online resources today.